
Having been accepted into the United States Naval Academy last week, Inland Lakes 
senior Jacob Drogowski will be the second Inland Lakes alumni to have been appointed to the 
USNA in the past five years. 

The other appointee? Jacob’s older brother Caleb, who graduated from the USNA in May 
2014 with degrees in history and Arabic, and who is currently serving as an ensign in the Navy 
while stationed in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. 

Though having an older brother who attended and graduated from the academy 
undoubtedly inspired him, his own acceptance has Jacob looking forward to the opportunity to 
forge his own future and explore his own interests. 

“Caleb went and enjoyed it and he was successful, and it seemed like a good idea because 
I wanted to join the military but didn’t know how to go about it,” Jacob said. “I think it’s cool 
and I feel honored that both of us (were accepted), and while I’m kind of following his footsteps, 
I’m going to veer off (on my own). I saw it as a good idea, and he inspired me to (more forward 
with it).” 

Jacob mentioned that after being accepted, he asked Caleb for advice or motivation, to 
which Caleb intentionally didn’t offer much up, saying only that he should remain motivated 
and not get into trouble — but not much more in the way of suggestions or advice. 

“I guess I’ll just have to find out on my own,” Jacob said.
So while Jacob has walked a similar path as his brother did about five years ago — having 

attended a summer seminar before later being selected to a group of only 1200 from an 
applicant pool of nearly 20,000 — Jacob is finding his own individualism in everything from the 
major he will declare to the friends he’ll make and experiences he’ll foster. 

“I’m most excited for the adventure of it — it’s something different than high school and 
the daily routine that I’m in right now,” Jacob said. “I went to a summer seminar there to see 
what it was like, and I really liked the atmosphere. It was a lot of motivated people, a lot of cool 
people.”

With a personality that his teachers and peers describe as outgoing and kind, Jacob has 
demonstrated that he is not only a rockstar student and athlete (he was first-team all conference 
in cross country during the fall, plays basketball in the winter and has been on multiple state-
qualifying relays in track and field), but also a likable person and a genuinely motivated high 
schooler. 

“He’s the one that meets you every morning with a smile and a ‘hi, how are you?’” Inland 
Lakes teacher Kelly Lapeer said of Jacob. “I once had a young lady who was getting picked on in 
class and I didn’t realize it, and I said something to Jacob about it and the next day in class he 
pulled a chair up and asked the girl if she wanted to come up and sit with him. She sat up there 
for the rest of the year. 

“He’s just a super nice person, would go out of (his) way to do anything for anyone.”
Lapeer added that Jacob and his brother share many traits — a natural curiosity and a 

highly-motivated personality among them — but that they are a bit different in how they interact 



socially. That being said, it’s obvious when talking to Jacob that he already values the 
relationships he’s formed with those who will be a part of his class at the Naval Academy, which 
is located in Annapolis, Maryland. 

“I got really close to the people in my squad, and it was only a week but in that week I 
made a few pretty good friends,” he said. 

Another trait that seems to prepare the Drogowski boys — Jacob in particular — for the 
trials of military life? A natural predisposition to hard work, maintaining a positive attitude and 
finding fun in things that might not seem so fun to others.

“They’re definitely committed, and Jacob never complains about anything,” said Inland 
Lakes teacher Jill Blaskowski, who had both Jacob and Caleb in her French classes. “Caleb had 
two years of Spanish and then he studied all summer for French one, studied out of it in August, 
jumped right into French two and aced the class. 

“Jacob took French one and French two in the same year — he asked me if he could do 
that — and he was my top student in both classes.”

An attitude that values hard work and ambition will certainly translate well into a military 
environment, and even during the summer seminar at USNA last year, Jacob mentioned that he 
had fun doing the difficult things that will soon define his life in the Naval Academy. 

“Even some of the things that weren’t supposed to be fun I actually enjoyed, like getting 
up early and going to drills, just being in formation and doing the different activities,” Jacob said 
about his experience at the summer seminar. “That was a great experience and after that I knew 
that that’s what I wanted to do and I applied after it.” 

Jacob will enter the USNA as a plebe in the fall of 2015, and hopes to study history or a 
science-related field in his four years of study there. When he completes his time at the 
academy, he will become an officer and is then required to serve a five-year military 
commitment with either the Navy or the Marines. 

“I wanted to join the Marines out of all the branches,” Jacob said of his goals after 
graduating from USNA. “I want to be a marine officer. Caleb had already gone through so he 
inspired me to go that route.” 

And since he’d been there and done that already, Caleb did provide a few pieces of advice 
for Jacob as he embarks on a new chapter of his life: 

“I told him to work hard, be humble and to expect to be average but work to be the best,” 
Caleb said. “And to have a good time even when things aren’t exactly fun.”


